The Tumbleweed (TW) is a concept for an artificial, tri-pedal, protein-based motor designed to move unidirectionally along a linear track by a diffusive tumbling motion. Artificial motors offer the unique opportunity to explore how motor performance depends on design details in a way that is open to experimental investigation. Prior studies have shown that TW's ability to complete many successive steps can be critically dependent on the motor's diffusional step time.
I. INTRODUCTION

27
Inspired by biological molecular motors and the desire to produce controllable nano-scale 
36
'molecular spiders' [9] , and nanoscale 'assembly lines' [10] . However, most biological molec-37 ular motors are based on proteins. Designing an artificial molecular motor using protein 38 components may thus provide insight into subtle structure-function aspects of bio-molecular 39 motors. We have proposed an artificial motor concept, the Tumbleweed, which uses proteins 40 as motor building blocks [11] . Proteins offer more diverse design choices than oligonucleotide 41 structures because of the relatively large set of available amino acid building blocks that can 42 produce large, three-dimensional structures. The Tumbleweed motor, thus, offers a unique 43 opportunity to not only design a functioning motor but also to actively tune the molecu-44 lar design to optimize motor performance. The overall aim of this modeling study 45 is to determine how motor performance depends on design details that are, at 46 least in principle, open to experimental investigation. In addition, we are inter-47 ested in discovering advantageous design strategies that also can be identified 48 in biological motors.
49
The Tumbleweed (TW) is a tri-pedal construct consisting of two main protein compo-50 nents: a designed coiled-coil, Y-shaped central hub consisting of three 'legs,' and three 51 unique DNA-binding repressor proteins (R A , R B , and R C ) attached to each leg ( Fig. 1) [11].
52
Each repressor protein 'foot' binds with high affinity to a unique double-stranded DNA
53
(dsDNA) recognition sequence only when it has bound a specific ligand (a, b, and c, re-54 spectively) whose concentration in solution can be controlled externally. Thus, by using a 55 dsDNA 'track' with cyclic, equally spaced repeats of the three unique repressor motifs, mo-56 tor stepping can be achieved as follows: by cyclically changing the buffer around the motor, 
63
In order for the TW motor to complete successive steps, it must coordinate a variety of 64 processes across many time scales. During a single motor step, the motor must diffusively 65 locate its next binding site before the ligand concentration is changed (that is, during τ ligand )
66
otherwise the motor will lose register and fall off the track. In addition, the characteristic 67 lifetime of the tightly bound state of the stationary foot (τ bound ) must be longer than τ ligand 68 otherwise the motor is likely to fall off the track. These requirements can be expressed in 69 the inequality 
93
Here we address the above questions using a coarse-grained Langevin dynamics model.
94
We find that there is an optimal strength of the non-specific binding interaction to reduce 95 the diffusional search time of the motor and that molecular flexibility appears generally 96 preferable for low non-specific binding strengths. However, some molecular rigidity can 97 mitigate problems associated with high non-specific interactions. We discuss how these 98 results relate to biological molecular motors.
99
II. COARSE-GRAINED MODEL
100
To simulate TW diffusional stepping, we use a three dimensional coarse-grained 
where the instantaneous velocity v i (t) of sphere i is determined by the sum of conser-
109
vative forces on the sphere, F i (t), by the viscous drag coefficient of the sphere (calculated 110 using Stokes' Law), γ i , and by a Gaussian white noise term simulating Brownian motion,
111
ξ i (t), which is a random number pulled from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and 112 variance < ξ j ξ k > = δ jk 2kT /γ i ∆t, where ∆t is the time step of the simulation. The 113 conservative forces on the spheres are calculated as the sum of gradients of potentials, 
where ζ is the steric diameter of each sphere and r ij is the center-to-center distance 121 between spheres i and j.
122
The original molecule has two well- whether the designed flexible linker adopts a non-intended well-defined rigid structure to 131 increase the rigidity.
132
In order to explore the general form of the ankle joint potential we performed 133 an all-atom, three-dimensional molecular dynamics simulation of a foot bound to
134
DNA with its associated coiled coil in explicitly modeled water. The ankle joint 135 flexed through some 80
• during this 70 ns unconstrained simulation ( Fig. 2(a) ).
136
Structures sampled during the trajectory were used to guide the construction 137 of an arc of conformations defining a particular pathway for the ankle-bending 138 process ( Fig. 2(b) ). We used umbrella sampling to estimate the free-energy cost ankle. In our model we will use Eq. 5 to describe the ankle motion, and, based 153 on our simulations, we establish the range 10 kT to 50 kT as meaningful for
154
V ankle , with 30 kT being the best value (Fig. 2) .
155
In the coarse-grained model, the general shape of the potential can be described to a first 156 approximation as
where θ ankle is the angle between a specifically-bound motor leg and a vector normal to the hub joint to be of the same form,
where θ hub is the angle between two legs of the molecule, θ 0 is the equilibrium angle 
166
Because we assume the specific binding process to be much faster than the diffusional sections, then undergo a facilitated 1D diffusive search along the DNA until they find their 186 specific sequence or dissociate from the track.
187
In terms of the Tumbleweed motor we may therefore expect that the non-specific inter-188 action reduces the time for the leading foot to diffusively locate its specific binding site. optimal value of non-specific binding strength exists.
193
The physical details of the non-specific interaction are not entirely understood. Recent for r yz > r cut −V nsb for r yz < r cut
where r yz is the distance away from the DNA track (taking the x-axis parallel to the where the reduction in τ diff was at most ∼ 30 %, we see that τ diff can be reduced nearly an 241 order of magnitude for V ankle = 50 k B T by tuning V nsb .
242
Tuning V nsb appears much more effective at reducing τ diff for a motor with rigid ankles (Fig. 6(b) ). In this configuration, the ankle joint is nearly vertical, shown in Fig. 6(a) . We see as V ankle is increased, the lagging foot does indeed spend most To obtain a first estimate of the reasonable range of load that the motor will be able 287 to overcome, we consider that 1 kT = 4.14 pN nm at room temperature. Given that the 288 motor steps purely diffusively, and assuming that it can overcome an energy barrier of 289 several kT over its 11 nm step, the motor should be able to overcome up to about 1 pN (∼ 2.5 kT /11 nm) of load. remain similar to the non-load curve, such that we can assume that the design strategies 296 found so far apply also under load force. In particular, Fig. 8 clearly shows that optimizing 297 the non-specific binding strength is highly beneficial for minimizing τ diff under load.
298
VII. LEG FLEXIBILITY
299
The original Tumbleweed design shown in Fig. 1 uses stiff (coiled-coil) legs. This design 300 was introduced based on the intuitive expectation that a well-defined step size is important 301 for TW performance, specifically to avoid backstepping (binding to a rearward rather than 302 a forward binding site). However, our results so far indicate that, overall, high molecular interactions between them are given by a Lennard-Jones potential (Eq. 4).
315
As a first step, we keep the polymer's contour length constant and equal to the length because the legs can fold onto themselves. This is due to an increase in the entropy of the 321 legs which makes it more difficult for them to reach the next binding site, given that the 322 contour length is independent of N p .
323
As a second step, we again explore motor stepping but now in terms of a variable contour shows τ diff as a function of N.
330
As shown in Fig. 9 , added contour length can bring the value of τ diff back down to about continue to be a good choice.
359
Given the practical challenges involved in constructing a novel multi-subunit protein, it 360 is likely that molecular flexibility will be difficult to accurately predetermine. Therefore, 
386
One of the goals of our project to design and build an artificial protein motor is to look 387 for common design principles that may also apply to biological motors, for example bi- it is nevertheless interesting to speculate that its beneficial role for reduced stepping time
397
and increased run length may be of universal nature in diffusive stepping motors.
398
Another curious similarity between an optimized TW design and at least some biolog- 
